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Three Debate Teams
Travel to Vermont

Phi Eta Kappa (28)
Russell Blatt, tail. .\i. t F. -.1. Alf!, I
I ••• • • • Brundage. Fred,rit•Is litirden.
t
Rich,'
%%talk (hr-tie
Quenton
Eredei irk Ci, it-.
Edmunds. lloviard Elahnhaek. tkorge
Ellis. Richard Gusliee. Gordon
1 11::)1. Cecil Howes. Robert johnst:
Fratik Ketchum. Edward Kozicky, Ilugh
Lusk, Bruce Mackay, Philmore Meserve.
Gordon Murray, Clifford l'attee, Kennotii
Robertson. Owen Smith, Benjamin Troop.
Maurice \Vbitten.
Phi Gamma Delta (28)
Clayton .‘'Anson. Charles Baker, Na.
titanic' Billings, Joseph Bonlas, 1)onald
Brackett, Merle Brown. Walter Brown.
Arnold Brownell, Rolm it Carli de, Arnold
Clark, John Clement, Robert Coffin.
George Cotton. Philip Cummings, Pain
1)earborn. William Iii maul, Franklin
I! T1
I)exter. Ilr,ward El • s'.
I
Fred Hanson. ,I•• t 11 •••,.. '
'
,,Ini
vine, Rola rt NI:, ,rt..
Delmar Slaaw, John t ti, bat k. 1 vt .
1Varren, Frank 1Villiani,
(Continued on Page Four,

Special Pledge Report
The following 'Attlee Rpm ts have lac:,
received by the Intent-at,rnity Coulon]:
Alpha Gamma Rho. Clement Dunning.
Randolph West, John Gordon. Alton Martin. Frederiek Sylvester, Charles Howe
Della Tau Delta, William Finnigan; Phi
Eta Kappa. Don McCrum; Sigma Nu.
Eugene Halliwell, Boynton Locke, At!
wood Smart, Raymond Thorn.
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Oak Contest "to Be I leld
At Little l'heatre, 1)ec. 4
f

the Oak Prize Speaking
changed from WednesTuesday. Dec. 14, at 7:30

'
p tr.
1 be I nit •1, IO be held in the Little
I Li atie, %%III present the following stud, ins : rank Martin, George Schmidt,
kat: I h•ndrir lc son, John Norman, Jordan
Haskell, and Alice Lerner.

Ethelmae Currier To Give
Certificate of Office
To Successor
By Mary Bearce
ompus .star Reporter

Six junior women were named
candidates for the honorary lieutenant colonelcy of the Maine R.O.
T.C. Monday night, it was announced today by Lester Tarbell,
battalion adjutant.
The candidates are Marion Dunbar, Barbara Grace, Edna Louise
Harrison, Virginia Maguire, Ruth
Pagan, and Ethelyn Parkman.
\IMMIX DVNRAR
EDNA HARRISON
BARBARA GRACE
A new method of electing the honorary
RI-Ill PAGAN
VIRG!NIA MAGUIRE
ET II EIA" N PARK MAN
lietnenant colonel is being inaugurated
'The Wind and the Rain' this year, with the entire student body being eligible to vote. The voting will take
Will Be Presented
place NIonday in a tent beside Lord Hall.
December 7, 8, 9
certificate of office will be presented
Scotland is the scene of the Masque play, l'sEthel Mae Currier, present honorary
lieutenant colonel, to her successor during
and the Rain, which will be
The
:lie intermission of the Military Ball,
held in the Memorial GymWork
Perform
be
Group Will
'Poetry and Poets' to
seined next Tuesday, Wednesday, and : whid,
Theatre.
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the
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week
to
a
Poet
Easitini
Relative
Maine
of
Topic
house:
boarding
the
in
opens
play
the
As
Their
Records
Encamped
While
Lecture
First
At
, of Mrs. McFie (Emily Hopkins), two , Man -n Dunbar. a pledge of Chi Omega
Thirty-one foresters, with four instrucHarold T. Pulsifer. a poet (if the state
hoarders. Gilbert Ra:, mond. ythase part is sorority. was candidate last February for
of Maine. will open the Contributors' Club tors, left for the annual foresters' winter
Wirier Carnival Queen.
John
!ectare series tonight at 7:30 in 15 Coburn hibernation of nine weeks on November taken by Arnold Spavin. and
• 11:,.rhara Grace. a member of Delta Delta
Hall.
21. They will work at a camp located in 'awns, represented by William Wright.; Delta sorority. belongs to the Home EeoPulsi ler will deliver a talk on "Poetry an Indian township covering 17,000 acres. are returning for the new term at the near- t..ittics dub, the Nvomenis Forum, and
and Poets.- He will first read front his
The work which the men will perform by medical school. At this time a new' Me Clatrus. She is on the Prism board.
Edna Litiise Harrison. a member of
own poems and then give reminiscences will include visits to sawmills and logging boarder. Charles Tritton (Clark Kuney),
Mplia lie:cron Pi sorority, was chosen a
other pOCIS.
operations, timber cruises, and surveying.
•
the
by
Ignored
group.
their
tries to enter
S. I.!.•iiit•re Eagle and was elected to Neai
Pnliiier was graduated from Harvard This surveying will be used as a basis for
older students. he is guided by Dr. Paul Nlatiletai. She is a member of the Maine
Univirsity in 1911. Ile has been managing making a large map. The crew will be
of the Ottid:ok, and is author of split up into two parts, each part working Dultammel. whose part is played by Wal- Cainfits staff and if the Prism board. She
is also social chairman of Balentine Hall.
%era! colhAti.ms if pileM44. He has con- on a separate project. Some will work on ter Schultz,
Virginia Maguire, a member of Alpha
::-ibto:al to many magazine:, and received game studies, and three students are maCharles confides in the doctor his be()micron Pi sorority. is a leading actor for
of letters degree from Bates in joring in wild life.
loved mother's ambition that he marry his
The fact that this year's class is larger childhood neighbor and sweetheart, Jill (lie Nlasque. She had the leading role in
"Arms and the Man" last year and in
II.' is a member of the Poetry Society than any Ix
necessitated the construeMannering (Elizabeth Trott). Paul in- -First Lady" this fall. She is a member
of America. of which he was elected pres- Ii. 'it IWO IICW cabins.
.
e
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s
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triud
the \Voinen's Forum, El Circulo Esin in 1931 and 1932. the Poetry Society
The men who have gone to camp are
to. Charles.
.
and secretary of the Students' Arts
iend
)
astcli1r
is England. the Harvard (Jul,. the James C. Armstrong. Russell D. Bartlett, Marlin Hatch),
(dub. She was a Sophomore Eagle.
of vilticli Douglas R. Best, Richard F. Burgess. comes very sympathetic toward him.
r- •Ite., the .\inhors(
Ruth Pagan. a member of Alpha OmiThe second act opens two and a half
Cot nit rly on the governing coml- Gordon I.. Chute. Albert I.. Clark, Ralph
. - I. ii C I t MU). Chill Ili New York, and E. Clifford. Edward S. Doubleday. Rich- years later, during which time friendships erim l'i sorority. belongs to the Students'
have deepened and memories of home have Arts Club and is president of the ConNt• ganie Club.
ard S. Edwards, Nathan W. Fellows, Jr..
Am•:14.: the collections of poems Pulsifer Douglas C. Grant, Alexander H. Laputz, become slightly dimmer. These memories tributors' Club. and vice president of the
I as 1•71d miblished are "Mothers and Men," Charles H. 1.owe, Donald B. Mayo, \Vil- are vividly awakened when Jill, with an- Women's Student Government AssociaPolo; -Cdoly of the Dawn," 1923; ''Han- , f I J. Merrill. RogerH. Morse, Hugh other home town boy, comes to call on tii in. During her freshman year she was
It•st oi ink." 1932: "First S)mphony," R. Newcomb, Russell T. Norris. Edward Charles. Jill does not see the situation as on the class executive committee and in
t harles does and in resentment gets dis- the Maine Outing Club. and last May was
anI -Elegy ft n• a Horse," 1935.
W. Pierce, Robert H. Plimpton, Louis B.
gustingly drunk. Returning to Charles in on the .Maine Day committee. She was a
i.-lods for the lecture series may be
(Continued on Page Four)
this condition, she meets Atm, who imme- S.plioinore Eagle.
i.:il at the laa•kstore and at the 11001%
•
Eths Isut Parkman. a member of Chi
diately SCIISCS lb.-situation and leaves.
l• for individual lectures may he
in.
••ainctl at the
final act secs two of our boarders ()mega sorority. served as class secretary
.4 to receive their M.D. degrees. Ann, her sophomore year and was a candidate
ala Event in Gym
nlio has stayed until final exams, decides tor Winter Carnival Queen in her freshto leave for her home in New Zealand. man ).ear. S ii be ongs to the Home EcoGrandpappy liar, ci,ndi:sc.:mkt! to
'flueout of his beautiful gilt-edged : Before she goes. Atm. who is now deeply nomics ('hilt, the Chorus, and serves on
la:artl.
in love with Charles, tries to make it plain, the
flame Friday night to go retrospectWomen students in all dormit is
Mannone's Orchestra
with due respect to Jill, that the end has
to those giaxl old days Whell men
mas now have radii is in their rooms as
Witip Nlatint me and his orchestra will
come for them.
stern men and the guy with the greasy
a result of acceptance by the W.S.
lila) I. the Military Ball on December 10.
%est was runttillg an.' 1 with the
wri;hailrlles A lhettarrnshetrhatdc,hoils,
,
ight
i
in
of reconimendations by the ad•I'las 0:chestra has played throughout the
Fl. radora Baby on a bicycle built for
,tm' then
ministration to that t•ffect.
i.miltry in such places as the "Famous
in
sang
.Nrnbrose
by
home
at
bridge
Cousin
when
last
his
Charles burns
two:
Freshman women will be permitted
Ilollywood. the "Hickory
the barber shop quartette that made
telling Jill that Ann means more to hint
to have radios in the second semester.
I lints,"
New York. and the "Yacht
"Sweet .kdeline" famous and the Ten
than anybody else does. He returns to
Students are forbidden to have outside
i Chicago,
"
Knights in a Bar-room were chamMrs. Nli•Fie's to what he believes to be a (
antennae on their radios, but the only
Mantione has made many recordings,
pion spittooners of Anybuddy's Sahull of memories and finds that Ann
house
rules governing their use will he those
including "A Fine Romance" and "Let
ha:in; when the gal that married Dear
has waited to find out about his mother.
of courtesy.
Me Call You Sweetheart," for Victor and
Old Dad bustled around in seventeen
During their absence they have both Blue Bird Records. He has written sevelifting of the prohibition against
petticoats and cross-stitched purple
done much thinking, and when they meet., ral lyrics, such as "Walking the Streets,"
radios in the students' rooms was
daisies on pink dish towels for her
many of the loose strings are brought to- SlN jog Out." "Deep Jungle," and "In the
brought about after a campaign behope chest.
gether to make a grand finish for a grand "
gun early in the semester and con(Continued on Page Four)
Those personages belonged to that
play.
cluded Tuesday night. Directing the
•
gorgeous realm of the gay nineties,
campaign were Mary Wright and
Phi Kappa Phi Initiates
compared to which modernity has a
Mary Helen Raye and a general comUniversity Judging Team
decidedly dull finish. But the W.A.A.
Large Group of Seniors
mittee chosen by Mary Wright, presiWins N.E. Championship
plans to return the present generation
dent of the Women's Student Gov1
.
seniors were initiated into
Seventeen
to
of students about five decades back
(rninent
...4.iation. The general
A University of Maine aPlite-'"°gIng Phi Kappa Phi, honorary scholastic societliii•i: ulas WHEN. Anil on Friday
' 111 ,- 1, .1-1,h h Ili III
presih.31111 won the annual contest sponsored tv of the University, on November 18 in
Mg t, in the Alumni Gy asiitin. it
:
at• I on, tab, r member of each
d,
In-re by the New England Intercolli giate the
Faculty Room,
itt II hold its annual Penny Carnival
I •,•:,e.
Fruit Judging I.eague.
Those initiated were: Ernest Adams,
stag dance, this time ill the form of a
'1! t. qin Lion a,to whether or not
t- Francis Bradbury, Nelson Carter, Rose
t7col.noto,
si, 1,44 It
75r2
,,.,'.1,11.711117
V0,111ille party of the gay '90s. It
i.i."•:,
permitted was disCosteell, Mildred Dixon, Howard Goodgliarainms a conservative number of
t l; •1 ,I it 1:11t1,1 tot, tings hut week
were: Rockwiiorl if. Berry, I ilermore k in, Elizabeth Gruginskis, Virginia Hall,
I, ;ear Si, re Indians, gills on the Pink
tt \cab :1 that the niajority of
Sbaill(1 I ales, S'"ith 1."ns; imiuil lilt, Hart, Miriam Hilton, Francis Jones,
Police Gazette, and Fireman Ball
favond granting permission.
Wends" S. Milliken. Portland. Other deo Lieberman. Evelyn Miles, Althea
I :elles minus legs and ankles but with
teams competing were from the Univer- \linen. George Philbrook. Cora Sharon,
plenty of curves, to say nothing of the
Deputation Team at Hampden
sity of New Hampshire and Connecticut I and Sherman Vannah.
Bathing Beach Beauties in their balState College.
A social meeting followed the initia.\ deputation team from the Wesley , loon-legged hinonterlti
i
High individual scorer was Stanley B. tion, with piano solos rendered by Mrs.
Pink lerniinade. an entertainment.
Foundation and the University conducted
Tenney, who scored 99.2 per cent. Berry Evelyn Miles, Howard Goodwin, and Leo
and a fashion review will br part and
the (welling service at the Hampden Methand Gates of the Maine team were tied Lieberman. Dr. C. A. Dickinson showed
parcel of the party. and big costume
(xlist Chitral Sunday evening, November
for second place at 97.7 per cent. These ,orne moving pictures of campus activities.
211. The members were: Nelson Carter, , prizes will go to the most greatly adthree men received medals from the including Maine Day, Homecoming, and
mired, decorously arrayed citizens of
Robert Goodwin, Alden Whitney, Natalie
Commencement.
league.
that glorious era of fifty years ago.
Nason. and Leona Runion,
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Of Masque Play
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Foresters Study
Pulsifer Opens
Lecture Series At Annual Camp
•
nkclianical
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Sli •at, .\ a:

Smith. Karl Skittn.
Tarbell.

' 11.11111,1r
•
.• or: :I.
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Alpha Tau Omega (17)
on. SianKempton .\dams. Hanky it t
Donald Hatchattl. Jamts
Iey C.
Ilutcheon. Duncan Jewell. Vernon 1:ent.
Alexander Munro. Leslie Murray. Charles
Parsons. Richard Plummer. Ralidi Neynolds. O'Neil Roberts-n, Richard St:I1ivan. Arthur Swett.J:tines Talbot. Frimt's
Wheeler.
Beta Theta Pi (17)
Richard Brainhall. Fmt:kr.,r e
don Chase.. Richard (.1
tier. Roderic (lardn.r,
• • Ir.. I
;
Robert I lodekit.s.
Kur 1:111,1, GO Igt

:. •

: •

NEW SYSTEM USED

ningliam. who is. a member of
.\9- Nnkrican Se7ectit•ai
nrd, has loan f, oving
oi New England tetm - .1 seam and ha, Lin l,;• '
,iews each Friday night a! :31
the regular KtI:ogg Si--:L'omnientary.

Ikl
Alpha Gamma Rho (20)
lit•nry. Poirth.y. I, tug
Paton!. \Villitir I luck. II ,,•,•,1 Paula ••
Clyde Crockett. 1:apliontl Delano. Clart•iii.e Emery. \\*Mita] Gm lamb Kenneth
Blaine LyinNlanstield
burner. Paul Mosher. Allan Pip,r. Roland Powers. Richard Ritinsd,11. Merlin
St-avail( C1111110: Smith, Neal \Valker,
Roslyn Willey.

• Entire Student Body
Eligible To Vote
Next Monday

I

Co-eds Allowed
To have Radios

Return of Gay '90's
G

Th,

TI111•INE C•IPII8
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Open Letter from the M.C.A.

eamputi

The time has come to look objectively at the Maine Christian Association. An organization growing out of the deep-seated convictions of students back in those early days when the University was known as the Maine
Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
State College, its work on campus was carried on by students with the help
University of Maine
of faculty until 1915 when a full-time secretary was appointed. From then
on its expanding activities have followed closely the growth of the national
T1.060
SR Mi!GI DR 14.1410,4 AL
1937
1938
Member
Y.W.C.A. with whom it is affiliated;
National AdvertisingService,Inc. organizations of the Y.M.C.A. and
Rssocialed Collet5ia1e Press
its heyday on the University of Maine campus was in 1929-1930 when
Collogr P•111.1.•rs
New YORK. N. Y.
420 MADISON
Distributor of
to
SAC KII.1.06C0 student contributions to the undergraduate Associations amounted
CHICAGO sos too Los
$1500 and the Advisory Board employed three full-time secretaries.
We are now in the throes of an upperclass men's drive. That means
all other correspondence to
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager;
penetrate those impregnable strongholds of collegiate inertia, the
must
we
ief.
the Editor-in-Ch
Maine.
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office. Orono,
Subscription: WOO a year.
houses. We are realistic. Our canvassers will be left in no
fraternity
Printed at the University Press, Orono. Maine.
inch
column
the failures of the M.C.A. We admit them. But we are not
to
as
per
doubt
Rate
Rif
Advertising
Office on the third floor of M.C.A. building. Tel. Extension SI
willing to concede that a campus Christian association has not a vital part
EdIter-in-Chiet
to play at the University of Maine any more than we are willing to admit
Edwin S. Costrell
Malaga
Merrill Eldridge.......
failure for those values represented in our economic and social life which
EDITORIAL BOARD
put individual living on a higher plane. The beginWilliam C. Saltzman,.,._Sports Editor make for progress and
Managing Editor
Arland Meade..----..
Virginia Hall— Women's News Editor ning of a thoughtful approach to post-college days might be found in a con...Associate Editor
Jean Kent-Editor
iety
Profita....-------Soc
Josephine
—News Editor
Sherley Sweet—a.-structive M.C.A. program.
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
Williston.
What shall that program be? Within the next six weeks every twentyGeorge Bell, Priscilla Ilaskell, George Weatherbee. Margaret
STAR REPORTERS
student enrolled at the University of Maine will have a chance anonyfifth
DoW,
Mary Curran, Erwin Cooper, Dorriee
Robert Atwood, Mary Bearer, Leonard Braun,Ruth
Mary Orr, mously to give his own opinion. Will you be provoked to thought?
Moulton,
Marjorie
Leavitt,
Herrick,
Lillian
Kay Duplisse, Edna Harrison,
Ada Saltzman, Joyce Woodward, Rose Costrell.
One thing more. At the north end of the campus standing inconspicuREPORTERS
behind the University Press is a white building known as the M.C.A.
ously
Rothenberg,
Howard
Helen Reiley,
l'atricial Cogan, Nancy Hennings, Rachel Kent,Oberly.
Charles Peirce.
Frances Smith, Alice Lerner, Richard Dearborn, Mary
That building symbolizes an appreciation by the University Administration
CUB REPORTERS
of the values for which the Maine Christian Association stands. PhysicalDin:krt., Ruth Gray, Virginia Maguire, Catherine
David Astor, Robert Cullinan, Charlotte
Shay.
ly it represents a service rendered to commuting students and to other
Laffin, Clement Smith, Azalea Boyer, Regina
BUSINESS STAFF
campus organizations, yes, but spiritually it adds purpose to the life of all
William Hilton ----------..._...Advertising Manager
students at the University of Maine whether they know it or not, or care
..Circulation Manager
Robert Harvey
Subscriptions Manager
Williarn West
Assistant
to work actively in its program. Its function is as important to University
._...Circulation
Peter Skoufi
. Circulation A ssistan t
Phillip Goon
life as are those same spiritual values indispensable to a well-integrated
personality, and hundreds of collegiate Christian associations throughout
the length and breadth of the country hear witness to a recognition of this
.....

Ave.
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We Have a Band

fact.
The University of Maine is very proud of its championship band, the
Do you wish to contemplate the University of Maine without the Maine
band that won the first state intercollegiate band contest, which,incidentally,
Association? Be thoughtful in your answer.
Christian
A
Brarmann.
Edward
major.
drum
own
was originally the idea of our
Elizabeth Ring
Veterans
year ago. the band rendered a service to the Franklin Pretto Post,
Acting General Secretary
ofmoney
of
sum
a
accepting
of
instead
of Foreign Wars of Orono, and
state.
the
fered. asked that it be used to stimulate interest in college bands of
That was the start.
During the negotiations. inure than twenty letters were sent by our
IlklibILA CANTS
conferences
(The correspondence columns el The Campus
hand leaders, and Brarmann made two trips to NVaterville for
ate *pea to the public on pertinent subjects,
the
and letters Si. welcomed. All letters should
with the director of music at Colby, who enthusiastically championed
By Lewis Nightingale
S. *lased with the author's real was, but •
men
forty
Then
'nee.
organizing
the
of
chairman
pen Immo sill be used in publication of the
idea. and lx-came
dere boss:
letter it desired. The ideas stated in these
are est necessarily to... of The Camcelestas
were picked from our eighty-man band and drilled for the competition—
I went to aroostook during vacation, and pus •sti should net be se considered. The editor reserve* the right to withheld aay latter
and really drilled.
there.
up
lake
some
at
days
two
spent
part et ear letter.)
or
Few realize that this group drilled from two and one-half to four it's a big county, boss, and reminded me of
before
night
the
to
game
hours every night from the day after the Bowdon]
one of longfellow's poems. you know, To the Editor of the Maine Campus,
trainthe
in
aided
officers
Music at the University, front the standnon-commissioned
the
that
that one that goes 'by the shore of snitch
know
the contest: few
the and gimme.' and there's another line point of the listener, is woefully limited.
ing and loaned their Sam Browne belts to improve the appearance of
about the 'muddering pines and the toma- So far as this writer knows, the Univerband uniform ; few know that the band members and their friends opened
hawks.' or maybe these quotations come sity sponsors only one project that attempts
marched
and
their own pocketbooks to pay for half the expenses of the trip
to cater to the lover of good music.
two different poems.
from
the
in a parade in Waterville to earn the remaining half—all this before
another thing i learned was the battle
The music department owns one of the
hymn of the student.
finest electrical reproducers that has to
band marched onto the field for victory against fine competition.
date been developed. It is an expensive
Ily its accomplishments during the past two years, the band has become
mine ears have heard the horror of the
unit, and should not be confused with the
and
Band,"
Maine
of
University
crack
coming of the test;
known throughout the state as "the
commisdig conventional "phonograph." In addition
two
to
obtained
when
slipping,
Bates
slowly
is
us.
brain
beat
my
to
determined
were
colleges
other
the
to the instrument, the department also
in would be best ;
sioned army officers for special training: Colby. trained by its energetic
provides a new and very extensive library
i'd
when
opened,
being
are
books
my
sent
of high-fidelity recordings, including all
and interested director, fielded a superbly playing band, and Bowdoin
rather let them rest;
of the well-known classics, and a limited
a hand that was hard to beat.
or toss them far beyond.
from
number of popular recordings. These resupport
active
without
band,
Maine
The
or.
km
The result we
i have opened books by watch lights of a cordings, both classical and popular, have
our department of music or the administration, built itself into the unit that
been made by some of the outstanding arhundred study lamps;
brought Maine's only state championship this fall. The generalship of
i have taken notes so often that i've got tists and orchestras in the world, and as
assistant
his
lists and orchestras in the world, and, as
drum major Brarmatin. the fine supporting performance of
the writers' cramps;
i have tried to learn their meaning while close an approach to perfection as the art
on the field. the first girl drum major in the history of the University, Ruth
allows.
the p'fessor roars and ramps
McClelland, the general assistance of Armando Polito, the special trumpet
Musk Box concerts featuring this malectures on and on.
or
non-commissioned
the
of
generosity
the
arrangements of Merritt Trott.
chine are presented to the public in the
officers, and the personal sacrifices of the band members themselves cul- i have read the dullest text books writ music room in North Stevens each
in hazy rows of black;
minated in "bringing home the bacon."
Wednesday afternoon from 3:30 to 4:45.
i have read them in the library where Requests are gladly catered to, and often
that
band
the
is
This
band.
our
is
women,
and
nwn
Maine
This.
stack;
they pile them stack on
responds to the needs of the military department, the requests of the athletic i myself have purchased some, and i can be played on the date the request is
made. It is customary to enter or leave
request
a
to
even
yes,
'ttee
assembly
the
of
desires
department, the
would like to take them back,
the concert at any time during its duration,
last spring front the state department of agriculture for aid in advertising but learning must go on.
and thus the concert is moulded to fit the
want that,
the Maine apple, big or otherwise. The askcrs want this. they
they are sounding out the pealing of the convenience of its patrons.
Wherever
gang.
At this writing, no definite program seuntil a band member often feels like a member of the chain
bell that bids me seat;
Ile goes he pays double his fare. lie pays for a blanket tax as do other stu- they are sorting out the papers so no quence has been devised, but the concerts
are generally composed of request numone will try to cheat;
dents and he presents his tarok at the gate as do other students, and then he
my crib notes won't be worth a darn so bers. 'The typical concert includes one
proceeds to work his way in. Furthermore, at the state series games he
entire symphony, and several shorter seI might as well retreat,
has the assurance 44f some of the poorest seats at the field. After rainy
lections from the classics. The practice of
for how can i go on?
uniform,
his
pressing
and
cleaning
days. as at Bates this fall, he pays for
playing a symphony in its entirety is alwas
mts often must make replacements 'mongst the beauty of potatoes i
most unique to this type of concert, and
and the players of woodwind inst
born in northern maine;
should commend itself to the serious as
of parts ruined in the rain. The band memlwr gets tit• githlen trophy for a
there's a glory in their blossoms that well as to the casual listener, for it prochampionship team. he gets no letter fin- his sweater, he gets no scholarship
6604
,
vii,v

P

or honorarv award for his efforts awl ability. Ile may, after a certain
amount of service get a small key --provided he will pay five dollars for it.
A junioor tor a senit mr. tio be in the band. must deposit cash or get surety
intist forego the opportunity to see an athletic contest
for his uniform

from a waxl seat. with a friend perhaps he must forfeit a Saturday's freedom for morning drill: he must be ready to respond to the call of every
organization which thinks it could use the band to advantage. For this he
gets one hour's credit -- which is practically an insult—and some experience.
Useful no doubt, but there is a point beyond which even lumey no longer
satisfies the sweetest tooth.
Are we giving the band a square deal? Are we giving it the aid and
encouragement it deserves? We understood that a band "M" was being
designed—that was a year ago. First base should he fairly well polished
by now.
Our band deserves the active support of the department of music and
the adtninistration. Given prom backing, it can grow to greater heights,
to greater fame, to greater credit to the University of Maine. It will then
take secinul place ill 1111111. In New England mu- be content with a tie with
llowdoin.

A. M.
he rumor printed in the column
"Strange Interludes" of the last
"Campus" that Lawrence Denning
was married is false. Denning says
he is not and never has been married. The "Campus" regrets the
error.

E-silargements were discussed at the last
of the Photography Club. It was
ries Pled that all persons who wish to become active members of the club should
.iibmit, by the next meeting, an enlargehunt
5 in. by 7 in. on II in. by 14 in.
‘ardboard
milling

CORRESPONDENCE

surpasses cramming gain:
vides the compositions in their architecin other words, all college does is give tural completeness, and thus allows better
pain
me one big
appreciation of both composition and comin the place that i sit on.
poser.
Music lovers are invited to investigate
and, boss. i guess that is just about all i
the features of this magnificent instrucan say.
ment. It is more than a substitute for
b.
I'm glad that was all b had to say or I good music: it is the best music of the
wouldn't have had room to cram in this ages, lacking only the actual presence of
little bit about what happens to the cam- the artists.
Sincerely, pus lovers when winter sets in. It's called
Thomas E. Lynch '38
Maine Man to his Nfiss.
So well have no more of loving
'Bout the campus here at Maine,
For the winter's not for roving.
And the cold keeps in the swain.
For the snow cools off the heart,
And the hearth is red and warm,
So the lover will not start
Out into the storm

Rev. Herman Flerlew of the Orom
Methodist Church is to be the speaker
at the vesper service Sunday at 4:15 p.m.
in the Little Theatre. Ruth Trickey will
sing. This will be the last of the regular
vesper services until after Christmas vacation. The progrant for December 12 will
he the animal pageant, presented with the
co-otteration of the Music department

Though the moon be J ust as moony,
The M C.A. is conducting its annual
Though it he as large and bright.
drive
among the upperclass men.
spoony,
cannot
we
dear,
My
tonight.
For we"d surely f.
Of course, that may not be the reason
at all, but as I have said before, where
there's a will, there's a way to get around
it, or too many relatives, or something.
By way of conclusion. litre's another
toast:

Hail to thee, blithe spirits,
Called by name of 'Gin.'
The label on your bottle
Fills me with chagrin,
For I know not whether I
Should drink or rub you in.

'Prism' Photographer's Schedule
All group pictures for the Prism will be taken this week end. Since the
photographer has a full schedule, students who do not Conic on time will not
be able to appear in pictures of the groups with which they are associated.
In case of rain or 5110W, the groups will appear at alternate places indicated
in the schedule below. The schedule:
Saturday, December 4
Alternate Place
Place
Group
Time
North Stevens
North Stevens
North Stevens
Stevens
Stevens
Alumni
Alumni
Merrill
Merrill
M.C.A.
M.C.A.
Indoor Stadium
Indoor Stadium
Indoor Stadium
Memorial Gym
Memorial Gym
Alumni Bowl
Alumni Bowl
Library
Library
Bookstore
Bookstore
Wingate
Lord Hall
Lord Hall
Winslow
Winslow
Winslow
Little Theatre

8:00—El Circulo Espanol
8:15—Sodalitas Latina
8:30—Le Cercle Francais
8:45—Deutscher Verein
9:00—Arts Club
9:15—Frosh Class Officers
9:30—Soph Class Officers
9:45-4-H Club
10:00—Home Ec Club
10:15—Y.W.C.A.
10:30—M.C.A. Cabinet
10:45—Military
11:00—Band
11:15—Scabbard and Blade
11:30—Tennis Club
11:45—Golf
1:00—Pack and Pine
1 :15—M.O.C.
1:30—Senior Skulls
1:45—All Maine Women
2:00—Sophomore Owls
2:15—Sophomore Eagles
2:30—Civil Club
2:45—Electrical Club
3:00—Mechanical Club
3:15—Agricultural Club
3:30 —Forestry Club
3:45—Forester Board
4:00.—Maine Masque

Basement No. Stevens

Indoor Stadium
Same (inside)

Same

Indoor Stadium
Indoor Stadium

Same (inside)

Sunday, December 5
Balentine Sun
Parlor
Balentine Sun
Parlor
Halentine Sun
Parlor
Memorial Gym
Memorial Gym
Wingate

12:00—Panhellenic Council
12:15—Women's Forum
12:30—W.S.G.A.
-Pale Blue Key
1:15
l:30—"M" Club
-Student Senate
1:45
2:00—Men's Student Senate
and Interfraternity
Council
2:15—Prism
2:30—Maine Campus
2:45—Debate Club
3:00—Contributors' Club
3:15—International Relations

Wingate
M.C.A.
M.C.A.
Stevens
Stevens
Stevens

Same
it

Indoor Stadium
46

4.

Same (inside)
Basement No, Stevens

Club
3:30—Junior Class Officers

Indoor Stadium
Alumni
Alumni
3:45—Senior Class Officers
Indoor Stadium Same
4:00—Education Club
Indoor Stadium
7:00—Omicron Nu
Indoor Stadium
7:15—Sigma Mu Sigma
46
Indoor Stadium
7:30—Neai Mathetai
Indoor Stadium
7:45—Alpha Chi Sigma
Indoor Stadium
8:00—Xi Sigma Pi
64
Indoor Stadium
8:15—Alpha Zeta
Indoor Stadium
8:30—Tau Beta Pi
46
Indoor Stadium
8:45—Phi Beta Kappa
ei
Indoor Stadium
9:00—Phi Kappa Phi
Indoor Stadium
-Kappa Delta Pi
9:15
di
Indoor Stadium
9:30—Delta Pi Kappa
Stadium
Indoor
9:45—W.A.A.
Indoor Stadium
10:00—Athletic Association
Orchestra picture will be taken at the next rehearsal in North Stevens.
Pictures are to be taken outside unless otherwise indicated. It is imperative that everyone be prompt.
Individual sittings not obtained during the last visit of the Sargent Studio
photographer are scheduled for Friday. Dec. 3. All juniors, seniors, and faculty members who have not had pictures taken for the Prism either this year
or previous to this year may obtain sittings by appearing in the basement of
North Stevens. Dec. 3.
The Sargent Studio representative will he here for three days—Friday,
Saturday. and Sunday. December 3, 4, 5—to give out Prism portraits at the
Prism office at the M.C.A. No portraits will be given out unless paid for at
the time of delivery. Be sure to bring your money with you.

lot lottnal Weat
THE LIDO
AUVICW/ZZO

A new dress shirt for tails
- authentically styled for
young men. Mttoga form-fit

'not iuite so lottnal
THE SHOREHAM
For wear with tuxedo only. Pleated
bosom with Aroset
collar attached.

VIRGIE'S
ORONO
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Kenyon Seeks To Develop
Four Equal Combinations
On Bear Basketball Squad
Stanley, Webber Are
Good in Practice
Sessions
The problem of developing four combinations all about on a par faced Coach
Bill Kenyon today as his University varsity basketball team neared completion of
its third week of practice.
"Elimination of the center-tap has made
the collegiate brand of basketball even
faster than it was last year," pointed out
the Maine coach. "Consequently men and
endurance will be prime essentials for any
squad that wishes to be successful.
"Actually, there will not be any firststring five. Instead, every man of my first
20 will be considered a part of the first
team and used accordingly."
Combinations Used
Combinations used by Kenyon this week
included:
Team 1: Dana Drew and Phil Rogers,
forwards; Ed Stanley, center; and Bill
Webber and Dwight Lord, of Camden,
guards.
Team 2: Gordon Raymond, Louie
Bourgoin, and Jerome Steeves, forwards;
John Pillsbury, center; John Harriman
and Willis Phair, guards.
Team 3: Charles Wilson and Leon Breton, forwards; Ken Clark, center; Bob
Cullinan and Ben Eta guards.
Team 4: Bill Veague and Bill Ward,
forwards; Newt Rodgers, center; and
Harry Shute and Phil Curtis, guards.
Other players who saw considerable
service were: Charlie Patrinelis and Bob
Harvey, centers; Elwood .Millett, John
Perry, and Howie Forrestal], guards.

Kenyon Pleased
Kenyon was especially pleased with the
work of Chic Wilson, Phil Curtis, Leon
Breton. Jerome Stecves, all members of
last year's crack freshman five. Despite
their inexperiences, these sophomores were
expected to strengthen the Maine squad
considerably.
Ed Stanley, tall junior, who was ineligible last year. and Bill Webber, a husky
guard and center, were also praised by the
Maine coach.
"Stanley is going great at present, and
will be a great deal of help if he can keep
up his present pace," declared Kenyon.
"Webber is in the best shape he has been
during his college career and should be
much better than last year."
Earlier this week, the Maine mentor, in
order to have a workable group, cut his
squad to 32 men.
Survivors were:
Forwards: Phil Rogers. Dana Drew,
Louis Bourgoin, William Ward, Arnold
Veague, Gordon Raymond, Leon Breton,
Charles Wilson. Jerome Steeves, Joe
Hamlin. Whitney.
Centers: Ed Stanley, Bill Webber, Ken
Clark, John Pillsbury, Newton Rodgers,
Bob Harvey, and Charles Patrinelis.
Guards: John Harriman, Ben Ela, Elwood Millen, Harry Shute, John Perry,
Phil Curtis, Dwight Lord, Bob Cullinan,
Howie Forrestall, Phil Craig. Elmer Dennis, Al Hall, Iloward Kenney, and Willis
Phair.

Du Pont Representative
Interviews Tech Seniors
Inaugurating the employment year for
university seniors, George R. Beach, assistant manager of the Personnel Division
of the E. I. duPont de Nemours Co., visited here Tuesday to interview fourth-year
students of chemistry, chemical engineering, and mechanical engineering. Beach
first addressed the group of 20 seniors interested in this type of employment, outlining the opportunities which it presents.
Individual conferences followed.
Beach visited the university last year
and employed several members of the
aduating class.
This is the earliest date at which an
employment representative has called at
the university, according to Philip J.
Brockway, director of the Placement Bureau. "This may possibly be an indication of a busy employment year," he said.
•
A large delegation representing the
Maine Christian Association and the Orono Student Christian Movement will attend the annual fall conference of the
Maine State Student Christian Movement,
to be held at Bowdoin on Saturday and
Sunday.

LAST CHANCE

Volleyball Teams Sophomore Team Hos
Show of Power
In Final Rounds
In Weights

Ralph (Red) Clifford, a three-year veteran, was elected honorary captain of the
University varsity cross country squad
at the annual fall athletic banquet Tuesday
evening.
Other honorary captains elected were:
Kenneth Blaisdell, freshman cross country; and Charles Arbor, freshman football.
Although chosen as an honorary captain,
Clifford, away at the University forestry
camp, was not present at the banquet, attended by more than 120 numeral and
letter winners in Memorial gymnasium.
Speakers at the dinner included: Fred
M. Brice, head coach of football; William
C. Kenyon, varsity basketball and baseball
coach; John W. Moran, jayvee coach and
sports editor of the Bangor Daily News;
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, president of the
University; Samuel Calderwood, assistant
freshman coach; Lamert S. Corbett, dean
of men and chairman of the athletic board
who presented the letter awards; and T. S.
Curtis. faculty manager of athletics.
Clifford, the honorary cross country
captain, is a senior and has been a member
of the varsity cross country squad for
three years. Along with his sophomore
teammate, Don Smith, he was undefeated
in state competition this fall.
Blaisdell, the freshman harrier captain,
was the number one man for the first yearmen and finished second in the New Englands and sixth in the Nationals. Lack of
experience, according to Coach Jenkins,
cost Blaisdell the New England crown.
Arbor, frosh football captain, was a
star halfback for Phil Jones this fall. He
is also considered one of the leading basketball players in the freshman class.

Tau Epsilon Phi, Phi Eta Kappa, and
Theta Chi have won their respective league
championships without sustaining a loss.
There are yet a few postponed games to
be played, but the results of these games
will not alter the standings of the leaders.
The final standings of the teams are:
SOUTHERN LEAGUE
Won Lost
Ave.
Tau Epsilon Phi
5
0
1.000
Phi Mu Delta
3
2
.600
Phi Kappa Sigma
2
2
.500
Phi Gamma Delta
2
2
.500
Alpha Tau Omega
1
2
.333
Oak (West)
0
5
.000
CENTRAL LEAGUE
Won Lost
Ave.
Phi Eta Kappa
6
0
1.000
Sigma Chi
3
2
.600
Alpha Gamma Rho 3
3
.500
Dorm A
2
2
.500
Lambda Chi Alpha
2
2
.500
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 1
4
200
Oak (East)
0
5
.000
NORTHERN LEAGUE
Won Lost
Ave.
Theta Chi
5
0
1.000
Beta Theta Pi
4
1
.800
395 Club
4
2
.666
Sigma Nu
2
2
.500
Kappa Sigma
2
3
.400
200
Delta Tau Delta
4
Dorm B
6
.000

The hockey season has ended with the
juniors winning the tournament. The
game scores are as follows:
Won
Lost
Seniors
3 (tie)
3
Juniors
6 (tie)
0
Sophomores
1
5 (tie)
Freshmen
0
6
The Freshman-Sophomore Hat Game,
which was played on Wednesday, November 17, was a victory of 4 to 1 for the
sophomores. The line-up:
SOPHOMORES
FRESHMEN
Libby
R.W.
Whitehouse
Peaslee
RI
Hanson
Robertson
CF
Gleason
Savage
LI
Creamer
Simpson
LW
Thomas
Tondreau
R.H
North
Worcester
CH.
Philbrook
Buckford
L.H. ... Wormwood
Grindel
R.B. ... Blanchard
Donovan
L.B. .... . Conlon
Holmes
G.
Pineo
The sophomores and juniors played on
Nov. 18 and ended with a 1-1 tie.
The juniors played the freshmen on
Nov. 14 and the juniors won by the slight
margin of 3-2.
Miss Marion Rogers explained the new
basketball regulations last Saturday to
various coaches and their teams. A team
made up of students demonstrated these
rules.
Fieshman ha,ketball began in earnest
this week, with the large squad being cut
to 21 men.
Already prospects of a good season are
in sight, for included in the array of material are four former prep-school captains
and several high school captains.
Two of these, Charlie Arbor and Spencer I.eek, are all-state prep school guards.
Those surviving the cut are: R. Blanchard, S. Brody, R. Chase, R. Edgecomb,
W. Fenderson, A. Humphries, D. Jewell,
V. Kent, B. Mackay, N. Marriner, L.
Muzroll, F. Newcomb, C. Parsons, R.
Paul, C. Preble, J. Reitz, C. Sherman,
R. Stearns, E. Tracy, and H. Whitten.

FOR RENT
Three furnished rooms

$1.00
SEE
William West, Phi Gamma Delta
Or
M.

11

C. A.

Freshman Rules at Stake
In Frosh-Sophomore Meet;
Hurdle Events Uncertain

Ralph Clifford
Leads Harriers

for the
1936-1937
BOUND CAMPUS

Honorary Team Captains

3

suitable for light housekeeping
Will accommodate two boys

Ken Blaisdell (left), Ralph Clifford (center), and Charlie Arbor (right), who were
elected honorary captains of varsity cross country, freshman cross country, and freshman football, respectively, at the annual athletic banquet.

By Bill Saltzman
Not just another Smith....A newspaperman need never have trouble writing
about sophomore Don Smith, Maine's New England cross country champion, for
there are more angles to the Aroostook flyer's life story than there are football players
at Pittsburg.
Indeed, one could list the highlights of Smith's career, and each topic would be a
story in itself. Consider, for example, the following list:
1. Smith had never been south of Bangor previous to his entrance to the University. (Here is a genuine "small-town boy" success tale. Smith, the little farmer
boy from the potato field of Aroostook, shows the city slickers how to run.)
2. He was a snowshoe champion in his high school days. (From snowshoes to
running shoes .. front snow trails to cinder paths
enough fancy leads to satisfy
even Bill Corum.)
3. He wears glasses when he runs. (What a chance to use that great adjective
"bespectacled." You know—the bespectacled flyer. ...the bespectacled Aroostook
Express....bespectacled Don Smith....)
4. He has worked on a farm nearly all his life. (A free advertisement for the
power of Aroostook potatoes. Another angle to the "farm-boy making good" story.)
S. He was New England freshman cross country champion last year and New
England varsity champion this year. (At that rate he should win the Boston Marathon in about five years.) He also finished fourth in the Nationals at New York a
few weeks ago.
6. His name is Smith (Franny Smith is a great football player and Don Smith
is a great cross country runner.)
A few masts of the past football and cross country season, from a Maine point
of view:
Most surprising football player: Don Mayo,the husky tackle who did a great job
replacing an injured
Gleason in the Bowdoin-Maine game. Virtually unknown
as a football player, husky Don,a hammer thrower in track, reported to Brice for the
first time this fall. Although failing to make the Yale trip, he improved so rapidly
that he was considered one of 3faine's leading linesmen at the end of the schedule.
Most outstanding football players: Joe Hamlin, an end; and Ernie Reidman, a
guard; both of whom made the Portland Sunday Telegram's All-Maine team. Hamlin
was selected as an All-Opponent end by Yale last week, while Reidtnan was a standout
all season. Incidentally, Clint Frank, }'ale's great .411-American halfback, recently
said that Smokey Joe was the hardest tackler to hit him this season.
3fost outstanding cross country runner: Don Smith, the Aroostook flyer, who won
the New England run and finished fourth in the Nationals.
Most promising cross country runner: Freshman Ken Blaisdell who took second
in the New England freshman meet and rolled in sixth in the Nationals.
3fost spirit: Ed Brartnatot and his 31aine R.O.T.C. Band. Not only did the band
furnish snappy march drills and music during the football games, but it also won the
state championship.
Most novel: The trumpet-swingster and the swing tunes of the Maine Band.
Most outstanding visiting backfieldman: Benny Karsokas, of Bowdon,. A hardcharging, high-stepping halfback. Karsokas was easily the best ground-gainer during
the Maine-Bowdoin game. Fred Brice, Maine coach, later said that Karsokas was the
best back he had seen in wn years.
Most outstanding visiting linemen: center Rossinski and end Little, of New Hampshire, two powerful boys who gave Maine plenty of trouble.
•• * •••••
Locker-room tabs . How's this for an All-American team? Baramovitch, of
Penn State, and lngrasci, of Nicaragua, ends; Suchaldowsky, of Teacher College of
Connecticut, and Berezney, of Fordham, tackles; Wielgolinski, of Albright, and
Zajchowski, of Mass. State, guards; Wojciechowicz, of Fordham, center; Spasacinni,
of Minnesota, Korolyshun, of Worcester, Tenczyn, of Lehigh, and Waitkowski, of
Fordham, backs
Or probably we should call the team "the radio-announcer's nightmare"?
At any rate, here's the ideal All-American team for a linotypist or a radio
announcer: Rock, of Vermont,and Nash, of U.C.L.A., ends; John, of Yale. and Wood,
of Georgia Tech, tackles; Carr, of Holy Cross, and Roy, of Swarthmore, guards;
Lees, of Maine, center; Heap, of Northwestern, Male, of Virginia, King, of Williams,
and Long,of Army, backs
Although it's still early in the season, the Maine basketball squad looks much better than that of last year
Watch Bill Webber go to town
Track starts this week with the freshman-sophomore meet
Don't miss it
During
NS college days at Georgetown. Bill Kenyon, now basketball and baseball coach at the
University, as selected as fullback on Hugh Fullerton's All-American team.

WHY WAIT TILL TOO LATE?
To Buy That Gift for Friends at Home
DISTINCTIVE, APPROPRIATE AND SERVICEABLE
GIFTS AT THE STORE
For Your Inspection

University Store Co.

Results of the hurdle events will probably determine the outcome of the freshman-sophomore track meet Saturday afternoon in the field house.
Should the first-yearmen prove the
stronger, and there is a very strong possibility that they will, freshman rules will
be immediately called off. According to
Coach Chester A. Jenkins, the frosh have
the edge in the broad jump, javelin, and
pole vault, while the sophomores appear to
be better in the shot, hammer, and discus.
Both classes are about even in the running
events.
All of which leads up to the fact that it
will be the hurdles that will determine the
winner. Peculiarly enough, both classes
are weak in this event.
A partial list of the participants include :
Bennett, Brown, Serota, and Arbor for
the frosh in the weight events against
Mitchell, Johnson, R. Smith, and B. Smith
for the sophomores; Brown and Hamlin,
Penobscot county champion broad jumper
for 1936, in the jumping events against
sophomores Reynolds, Peabody, and Atwood; and Hamlin, Richardson, Blaisdell,
Meserve, Erlenbach, and Jordan, frosh
runners against Atwood, Dyer, Smith, Dequine, and Jackson for the sophomores.
The rest of the team has not been named
as yet, but anything can happen in this
meet which, on paper, shapes up to be
one of the closest in years. Of course,
Funds for Fed Cross Drive
Exceed Those of Last Year each class may have its "dark horses"
which they are hiding until Saturday.
Funds collected in the Red Cross drive
at the University this year, the second year
Seven Initiated by A. 0. Pi
in which such a drive has been held on
Seven girls were initiated into Alpha
campus, are far in excess of those collected
Omicron Pi, Friday, Nov. 19, at the Pelast year, it has been announced.
The drive was conducted by a student nobscot Valley Country Club. Those inicommittee consisting of Edward Sherry, ated were: Doreen Trask, Jane Dyer, Elchairman, Waldo Hardison, secretary, and flora Savage, Sophia Maisell, Joan Fairs,
William Veague, publicity manager, which Edna Louise Harrison, and Helen Bond.
co-operated with President Arthur Hauck
The initiation was followed by a banand Dean Lamert S. Corbett.
quet and the annual sorority informal.

They repeat
so you
won't have to!
Without repeater tubes, which amplify voice
currents every 50 miles,telephony over very
great distances would hardly he possible.
(I„ Incidentally, the telephone repeater tube
VMS one of the first applications of the vacuum
tube principle, which now makes it possible
for you to talk across the continent an easily
I the corner. (I, 4:hanging
as just or
needs call for continuous telephone
research to make your service
more and more valuable.

Apply to

Craig, Th. Tailor
Orono

Why not call Mother or Dad tonight? Rates to most
points are lowest after 7 P. M.and all day Sunday.
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Scholarships
Sororities Open 2 Alumni
And Prize Are Awarded
Rushing Season Two alumni scholarships and an award
Sorority rushing parties began immediately after the Thanksgiving recess. Several small parties were given during the
past week.
Monday afternoon Phi Mu entertained
the following girls: Ruth Seavey, Mable
McAllister, Eloise Hutchinson, Betty Hopkins, Margaret Philbrook. June Bridges.
Edith Cousins. Mildred White, Winifred
Blanchard, Yvonne Pomrey, Ruth Garrison, Margaret %Vest, Frances North, Barbara Young, Mavis Creamer, Marjorie
Whitehouse, Joan Chapman, Mildred
Chapman. Blanche Cordon. Claralyn
Preble, Eleanor Wincliell. and Charlene

FRATERNITY PLEDGINIG
(Continued from Page One)

Scene in Next Masque Play

Phi Kappa Sigma (11)

University of Maine
Broadcasts Program

Donald Blaisdell, Robert Brink, ThomThe University of Maine will broadcast
as Fairchild, Philip Fogg, Henry Allen, a variety program over !NAL in Boston
Donald Goodchild, Harold Jordan, Noron the tentative date of Dec. 15 at 7:45
man Marriner, Jordan .Monohon, William
p.m, as the rests!: cf an invitation extendPatterson, Grant Staples.
ed to the University by the World Wide
Phi Mu Delta (22)
Broadcasting Foundation, which supports
Clifford Bailey, John Craig, Stanley
educational programs.
Gardner,
Eames, Albert Frost, Horace
The short wave station is used by many
Robert Graves, James Hamilton, James
for student proHarris, Spencer Harris, Blaine Hodgkins, Nci,v England colleges
audiArthur Jeffery, Lawrence Kelly, Robert krams and insures an international
Kinghorn, Hartwell Lancaster, Robert ence.
Tie psog ram will be produced on CAWMacGregor, Edward Marsh, Harold Millay, Carroll Morse, Roger Stearns, Clif- pus and sent to Boston by special wire,
ford Stevens, Donald Weston, Byron Van WIATe it Will be rebroadcast.
Whitney.

were announced today by President
Hauck.
Alton S. Hamm. a senior in civil engineering, will receive the stipend of the
Southern California Alumni Association
scholarship for the current academic year.
William Hatch, a sophomore in forestry,
has been awarded the Waldo County
Alumni Association scholarship.
Artemus E. Weatherbee, a junior in
history and government, has been awarded
the Sigma Mu Sigma Award for the current scar, in place of Robert Jackson, the
re ripient announced last spring, who did
: return to the University.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon (29)

Perkins.
Rockwood Berry, Dwight Brown, ForHome Ec Club Initiates
The following freshmen and upper class
dyce Downs, Herbert Dunning, Blaine
Forty-six At 1st Meeting
'the party given by Chi
women anemic,
Farmer, Antonio Fergatto, Leroy Fuller,
Omega Monday ircm five to seven.
Eugene Gilbert, Sidney Griffith, Winthrop
Home Eccariontics Club initiated
Miriam
Bates,
Mary
Barbara Aslraorth.
Hopgood, Earle Ingalls, Archie Knapp,
ity-slx women Wednesday evening,
ChapMildred
Brown. Mary Chapman,
Nathaniel Lord, Robert Lovejoy, Homer
Nov. 17. at Merrill Hall. Miss Marion
Mavis
man. Alice Christie, Elizabeth Cliff,
Oaksford, Harry Peavey, Richard Pierce,
gars showed movies of campus life.
le.
Creamer. Virginia Eddy, Elizabeth EmOscar Riddle, William Riddle, William
were : Darcas Jewell, Phyllis
ery, Elizabeth Gammons. Beatrice GleaSt. Germain, Virgil Starbird, Richard
•••ere is Cecil.) Long. Virginia Jewett,
son. Virginia 1E11. Emily liepkins. Dorcas
Talbot, Walter Strang, Frederick Tracy,
w. Bch. rah Cie:rens. Ernestine
Jewell, Virginia Jewett. Frances Rhoda.
Samuel Tracy, James Tweedie, Edward
d, Sara Lou(:'..,li Caldai
Charlotte I iennessy, Margaret Hauck. ••
Wood, Thomas Woolley, Paul Wyman.
St!. :11, Joanna Evans,
Clark Kuney and Marion Hatch rehearsing a scene in the Masque play, The
ElizaJones.
Glenna Johns,AL Margaret
Marimt Miller, Jean
1st;
Wind and the Rain, which will be presented in the Little Theatre on Tuesday,
Sigma Chi (11)
Mebeth Luce, Elizabeth Mack, Phyllis
rairce, Idle Sanager, Jeannette St.
Harold Anderson, Robert Bennett, BurWednesday. and Thursday of next week.
serve. Shirley Mitchell. Patricia Murray, Pierre. Cantilia Thomas. Margaret Huff,
leigh Crane, Clarence Genge, David
Frances North. Mary Oberly, Barbara Eleanor Dougherty, Stacia Kuiel, MarGreenlaw, Allan Holmes, Edward BonaFORESTERS
Dr. Herbert Lamson, assistant profesCliff, Priscilla Pink,, Er-rt.:51:11e Pinkham,, garet Jones, Elizabeth Emery, Elizabeth
corso, Allan Hook, William Parsons,
One)
Page
from
(Continued
Claralyn Prehle, Ruth Reed. Elizabeth Ora', Margaret Sawyer.
on
sor of Economics and Sociology, spoke
Jack Reitz, James Walker.
Reid. Pauline Riley. Hilda Rowe, Frances
Althea \Varner, Laura Craft, Ruth "Marriage and the Home"at the Women's Prahar, John B. Ross, George Roundy,
Sigma Nu (25)
ThomCamilla
Sawyer. Madeline Smart.
. e•' cl-h-lesi Mitchell, Catherine Laffm, Forum held Wednesday evening, Novem- Merrill A. Shea, Edward H. Silsby, FranEdward Anderson, George Austin, Roy
as, Esther Thomson. Anna Verrill, Doro- itar-1..•ra Barr ea. Elizabeth Grant, Mary
cis W. Smith, Jr., Ralph T. Viola, Richard Carpenter, Robert Cummings, Earl Dougber 17, in Balentine sun parlor.
thy Wing. Helen Wormwood, Barbara
Isabella Garvin, Barbara Orff,
F. Willey, and Don- las, John Earnshaw, Donald Goodwin.
After the talk, an open discussion period P. Waldron, James
Young, Carolyn Calderwood. and Betty Flo:a:ice Farnham. Mary Bates, Barbara
David Greenwood, Donald Holyoke, Lewtime Dr. Lamson ald F. Witherspoon.
which
at
held,
was
Johnson.
Ellzab.c:h Johnson. Sarah Louise
R. I. Ashman, Allen NV. Goodspeed, is Libby, Lyman Lord, David Lund, JoshAlpha Omicron Pi emertained the fol- itartort, Eva Clark, Betty McLary, Fran- answered questions pertaining to college
Hugh
_ • .,
friendships, engagements, marriage, and Gregory Baker, C. M. Aldous (2 weeks), ua Montgomery, Robert !stormy,
lowing girls
cc fihoda. Dorothy Wing, Camilla Doak. ,
and H. L. Mendall (2 weeks) are the in- Murphy, Stewart Oakes, Henry Olsson,
family life.
Margaret Jones. Helen Wormwood. Mary Buzzell, and (1‘...•1,1olyii Baker.
About fifty members attended the meet- structors from the forestry department James Reilly, Bert Sanborn, Charles
Barbara Ashworth. Eiizabeth McAlary.
Shackelford, James Smith, John Somes
who accompanied the men.
ing.
Barbara Barrett. Mary Boone. Constance
HONORARY LIEUTENANT
Philbrook. Isabella Garvin. Virginia EdCOLONEL
dy. Frances Saws en Betty Luce. Madeline
(Continued from Page One)
Smart, Priscilla Pine°, Eleanor Lcok.
t.t.
Edith Cousins, Mavis Crerm..-.
Young. Dorothy Wing. ha ...Decorations and Programs
Red and blue will be the precloglinating
Eleanor Dougherty. Franc., lcorth. Friscilia Brown. Helen Reiley, Elizabeth c:lors in both the decorations and the proTrott. Pauline Riley. Phyllis Meserve.! grams. The programs will be red, blue,
Mary Oberly, Margaret Hauck, Shirley and silver, and the decorations will be red,
Mitchell, Elizabeth Hopkins, Hilda Rowe, white, and blue.
Carolyn Calderwood. Elizabeth Reid. CaThe committee in charge of the ball
lista Buzzell. Corrine Comstock. Eliza- cennsts of Lester Tarbell, Duncan Cotbeth Cliff, Elizabeth Emery, and Alice tug. Lincoln Fish. Wallace Gleason, and
Christie.
Walter Smart.
Tuesday evening Delta Delta Delta enProf. Lucas Speaks Thursday
tertained the following :
Mzirgaret West. Gwendolyn Weymouth,'
Professor Lucas spoke on the subject of
Elizabeth Emery, Sarah Culberson, Helen
%Vormwood. Emily Hopkins. Florence algebraic identities to the members of
Sigma Delta Zeta last Thursday.
Farnham, Barbara Young. Pau'ine
During a brief business meeting the
Shirley Mitchell. Elizabeth Pcaslee. Elizato take in new members. Rebeth Hopkins, Corrine Cornsrock, Hisa_ club voted
beth Mack. Edith McIntire. Ruth Reed, fl.). shments of cider and cookies were
Ruth Garrison. Mary Burke, Isaliel Cros. served.
by. Elizabeth Cliff, Erariecs Rlinda. BarCourses to teach the wives of educators
Joan McAllister. Mary
bara
Bates.Ashworth.
Priscilla pine°. Mary Boone.how not to be a drag on their husbands'
careers have been introduced at Teachers
Frances North, Priscilla Achorn. Beatrice College, Columbia University. (A.C.P.)
Gleason. Frances Sawyer, Alice Christie,
a**
Carolyn Calderwuod, Madeline Smart.
MarJohnson.
Glenna
Gammon.
Elizabeth
garet Hauck. Camilla Thomas. Elizabeth
Johnson. Patricia Murray. Barbara Cliff,
June Bridges. Elizabeth Reid. Hilda
Rowe. Betty Drummond. Mary °beds..
ORONO
Mavis Creamer. Erns stint. Carver, and
Thurs., Dec. 2
Ilelen Maling.

hake
'ø11's

a.

ave a„
gIbeg die
"lode

dif1M410%

"Stille Nacht" to be Presented
By German Club Monday
The cast for the third annual Christmas
play to be presented by the German Club
has been selected by Prof. John Klein.
The three-act play. "Stille Naclit," will
he given December 6, in 235 Stevens.
The cast is as follows: Maria, Franc, Lannon; Joseph, James Siegel; Kasten
Edward Hayes; Melchior, Sidney Alpert .
Italthasar. Dennis Curran : Jakob. Azal.
Boyer; Stefan, John De lone: Peter
Francis Bradbury; EM Vagalxind, Nam:,
Ilennings ; and the Innkeeper's wife, Faith
Shesong.
Elizabeth Drummond has charge M
properties
Seniors have less than a week left
in which to fill out activities sheets.
Artemus Weatherbee, editor of the
Prism, requests that they come to
the Prism office in the M.C.A.
building immediately and make out
their sheets.

"THIS WAY PLEASE"
Buck's Rogers, Mary Livingstom•
Fibber McGee and Molly
News—Popeye—Comedy
Fri.. Sat Dec. 3-4
%Vrn. Powell. Myrna Loy in

... that refreshing
mildness... agreeable
taste ... and delightful
aroma that smokers
find in Chesterfields is
making new friends at
every turn.

"DOUBLE WEDDING"
News—Painted Stallion No. 10
Mon.. Tues., Dec. 6-7
Patil Muni in
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA"
\ \
Wed., Ii,8

This is Bank Hite
showing

"WILD AND WOOLLY"
Travel Talk—Comedy—Golf
Mistakes
3 shows daily—Feature 3:00. 7:00.
9.00

The grace Shoppe_)
1,111I •t.. Dont.

GRACEFUL DANCE FROCKS
to wear when you're SIIAGGIN',Taucttlx%

!)AN' THE BIG APPLE, and havin' lots
of fun AI MILITARY

(*.nicht

II

19S7.

Itorotrr & Mr

1011. II II CO.

Charlton Stubbs, Alwyn Watters, Forrest
W:.ittran.
Tau Epsilon Phi (18)
David Astor, Julius Brodie, Sidney
Brody, David Byer, Milford Cohen, Meredith Dondis, Phillip Goos, Max Gopan,
horns Kleiner, Harold Levine, Robert
Morris, Edward Oppenheim, George Risloan. Alan Rosenberg, Howard Rothenberg, Jacob Serota, Isadore Sobel, Morris
Zitaner.
Theta Chi (10)
Cornelius Bushnell, Raymond Calvo,
James Connolly, Paul Cote, Linwood Day,
Richard Dearborn, Robert McDonald,
Donald Saunders, Paul Townsend, Richard Veinot.

BANGOR FLORAL CO.
Plants
Cut Flowers
Floral Designs
L. C. HATHAWAY, Mgr.
Bangor, Maine
Tel. 7729
.
"
"Say it with Flowers

